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Abstract 

DNA and guanine are efficient fluorescence quenchers of the cationic conjugated 

polymer, poly {9,9-bis[N,N-(trimethylammonium)hexyl] fluorene-co-l,4-phenylene} 

(CCP). Studies with CCPs, of average chain length ~6, 12 and 100 repeat units, with 

single strand (ss) DNA, double strand (ds) DNA, and guanine, in 25/75 

acetonitrile/water (v/v) mixtures result in Stern-Volmer quenching plots that show 

upward curvature. Initial Stern-Volmer constants, kSV, are in the range ≈ 3-20 x 10
7
 M

-1
 

which is much higher than possible by diffusional encounter quenching. Aggregation 

studies in acetonitrile/water mixtures show that aggregation is also an effective 

quencher of CCP fluorescence, and we note that both aggregation and quenching by 

DNA or guanine is accompanied by a reduction in solution absorbance at 380 nm. 

Comparison of the relationship between changes in absorbance and changes in emission 

intensity suggest that both solvent and chemical induced fluorescence quenching are 

due to aggregation. We interpret the correlated changes in absorption and emission, high 

quenching constants, and upward curving Stern-Volmer plots as evidence that the 

dominant mechanism for fluorescence quenching by DNA or guanine is via induced 

aggregation of the polymer. The upward curvature of Stern- Volmer plots and high kSV 

values for DNA and guanine are indicative of “aggregate energy migration quenching” 

in which CCP aggregates around a DNA or guanine molecule to form an aggregate 

complex in which excitation energy migrates between and along the polymer chains 

until it is quenched at an aggregate trap. 

 

Keywords: cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes, DNA, guanine, quenching, 

aggregation, energy migration. 
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Introduction 

Cationic conjugated polyelectrolytes (CCPs) are currently the subject of a great 

deal of research due to their valuable optical and electronic properties [1-5]. 

There is also research on CCPs as potential DNA biosensors arising from the 

potential for electrostatic interactions with the phosphate groups of DNA [6,7]. In 

particular, emphasis has recently focussed on the potential of cationic conjugated 

polymers (CCPs) in sequence specific DNA assays [8-10]. Such sequence 

specific assays can be designed by combining the electrostatic interactions 

between cationic conjugated polymers and negatively charged DNA with 

appropriate recognition of base pairs, using, for example, protein nucleic acids 

(PNA), and resonance energy transfer [2,11].  

In this study we examine the absorption and fluorescence properties of three 

fluorescent cationic conjugated polymers (CCPs), poly {9,9-bis[N,N,N-

(trimethylammonium)hexyl] fluorene-co-l,4-phenylene}(Fig. 1) of varying chain 

lengths, in water/acetonitrile mixtures, and in the presence of DNA and guanine. 

The chemical structure of this CCP is useful as the responsive basis for biological 

and chemical detection designs based on optical properties since it allows for 

effective electronic coupling and thus fast intra- and interchain energy transfer, 

important because the polymer chain can act as a path for the transfer of 

excitation energy to energy acceptors and quenchers. 
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Figure 1. Structure of CCP 
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Experimental 

Materials  
Bacteriophage T4 DNA (165.6 kilobase pairs, contour length of 57 µm) was 

purchased from Wako Nippon Gene. The three conjugated cationic 

polyelectrolytes {9,9-bis[N,N-(trimethylammonium)hexyl] fluorene-co-l,4-

phenylene}(Fig 1), CCP-S (short), CCP-M (medium), and CCP-L (long) have 

average molecular weights, Mn of 3.5, 6.5, and 52 kg mol
-1 

 corresponding to 

average number of repeat units of 5.7, 12.4 and 99. Spectroscopic grade 

acetonitrile (Lab-Scan) and Millipore Milli-Q deionized water were used 

throughout. 

 

Methods  

Absorption measurements were made using 1 cm quartz cuvettes on a Shimadzu 

UV-2100 spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra were measured in 1 cm quartz 

cuvettes on a Jobin Yvon-Spex Fluorolog 3-22 instrument with 4.0
 
nm excitation 

and emission slits. Fluorescence spectra were corrected for the spectral response 

of the light source (450 W xenon lamp) and detector. The fluorescence quantum 

yields were measured against α-4-oligothiophene (Φf = 0.16 in acetonitrile [12]), 

as standard using solutions of identical absorbance (0.37) with 379 nm excitation 

[13,14]. DNA concentrations used cover the range 0, 1.25 -12.4 x 10
-8 

M in base 

pairs. Single stranded DNA (ssDNA) was produced from the double stranded 

DNA (dsDNA) so that the base pair concentrations were kept the same. Guanine 

concentrations were ca. 1/5
th

 of DNA since the guanine content of T4 DNA is 

known to be ~18% [15].  Stern-Volmer (SV) plots have been corrected for any 

changes in absorbance associated with change in solvent mixture or with the 

addition of DNA or guanine. Solvent mixtures are given as v/v.    

 

 

Results and discussion 

Aggregation of CCPs in acetonitrile:water mixtures 
Figure 2a shows the absorption spectra for CCP-M in 25:75 and 1:99 

acetonitrile:water. At low acetonitrile concentration the absorbance of the ca. 380 

nm band (ε380) is reduced, probably due to aggregation. The change in emission 

with increasing acetonitrile concentration for CCP-M in aqueous solution is shown 

in figure 2b. The emission intensity increases with acetonitrile concentration until 

ca. 25:75 acetonitrile/water after which there is no significant increase in intensity. 

Similar behaviour is also observed for CCP-S and CCP-L. We attribute both the 

increase in Φf and increase in ε380 to the break up of polymer aggregates. It is 

thought that all the CCPs are still aggregated to some extent even in 25:75 

acetonitrile:water. Since we wanted to use the minimum amount of acetonitrile that 

gave a high Φf 25:75 acetonitrile/water was used as solvent in all the DNA 

quenching experiments. In this solvent mixture Φf values are: CCP-S = 0.28, CCP-

M = 0.34 and CCP-L = 0.36.  
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Figure 2. a)  Absorption of CCP-M in 1:99 and 25:75 acetonitrile:water. b) Change in 

emission of CCP-M with solvent composition. 

 

 

Interaction of CCPs with DNA and guanine 
Addition of DNA or guanine to CCPs gives a decrease in both the absorption and 

emission intensity (Fig. 3).   
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Figure 3. Change in absorption and emission of CCP-S with [dsDNA] increasing from 0 

to 12.4 x 10
-8 

M base pairs. 

  

Figure 4 shows typical Stern-Volmer plots; all show an upward curvature. Table 1 

collects initial Stern-Volmer quenching constants (KSV) i.e. those for low 

quencher concentrations when the Stern-Volmer plots are reasonably linear. 

KSV values increase with CCP chain length. Given the short lifetime of CCP 

fluorescence (~500 ps) these quenching constants would give an apparent 

bimolecular quenching rate constant very much higher than the diffusion 

controlled limit for dynamic quenching.   
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Figure 4. Stern-Volmer plots for quenching of CCP-L fluorescence by DNA. 

 

 

Table 1.  Initial Stern-Volmer quenching constants, KSV / 10
7
 M

-1
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Addition of either DNA or guanine also results in a reduction in ε380 (figure 3). 

Recent fluorescence and atomic force microscopy studies indicate that DNA and 

CCP form structured aggregates in solution, and both the fluorescence quenching 

and changes in absorption caused by addition of DNA or guanine can be 

explained in this way [16].  Figure 5 shows a plot of the fractional change in 

emission intensity against fractional change in absorption intensity for CCP-L as 

either solvent mixture (Imax taken as that for 25:75 acetonitrile/water), or 

quencher concentration (with Imax taken as that for no quencher present) are 

varied. The two sets of data lie on a single trend line, suggesting that for both 

solvent changes and DNA/guanine addition the changes in emission intensity are 

associated with changes in absorption intensity, irrespective of whether these 

absorption changes are brought about by varying solvent or quencher 

concentration. This suggests that the quenching processes are also the same, i.e. 

the dominant mechanism for fluorescence quenching by DNA or guanine is via 

induced aggregation of the polymer.  Such a mechanism is supported by the 

observation that the amount of quenching is linearly dependent upon quencher 

concentration, which gives the upward curving Stern-Volmer plots, and which 

suggests that each active quenching unit acts as an independent centre around 

which aggregation of the polymer can occur. We suggest that the high quenching 

constants arise from “aggregate energy migration quenching” in which CCP 

Sample Quencher   

 Guanine dsDNA ssDNA 

CCP-S 2.8 2.9 4.3 

CCP-M 5.3 4.3
 

6.5 

CCP-L 8.8 9.6
 

18 
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alone, (in the case of solvent induced aggregation quenching), or CCP and 

DNA/guanine, (in the case of DNA or guanine aggregation quenching), form an 

aggregate complex in which excitation energy migrates between and along the 

polymer chains until it is quenched at an aggregate “trap”. 
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Figure 5. Ratio of emission against ratio of absorbance for CCP-L for changes in solvent 

composition (open circles ) and quencher concentration (filled squares). 

 

 

Conclusions 
Use of acetonitrile as co-solvent breaks up aggregates of CCPs formed in water. 

This is reflected by a ~10 fold increase in fluorescence quantum yield, and a ca. 

twofold increase in absorption extinction coefficient at 380 nm. However, even at 

acetonitrile/water mixtures of ca. 25:75 there is evidence for aggregation. All 

CCPs are extremely sensitive to fluorescence quenching by dsDNA, ssDNA and 

guanine, with sensitivity increasing with chain length. In addition to quenching 

fluorescence, addition of these compounds also results in a reduction in absorption 

at 380 nm. We interpret the correlated changes in absorption and emission, high 

quenching constants, and upward curving Stern-Volmer plots as evidence that the 

dominant mechanism for fluorescence quenching by DNA or guanine is via 

“aggregate energy migration quenching” in which DNA induces aggregation of the 

polymer to give an aggregate complex in which excitation energy migrates 

between and along the polymer chains until it is quenched at an aggregate trap. We 

are currently evaluating this idea using a program previously developed for energy 

migration in mixed 1-2D arrays [17]. 
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